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Details of Visit:

Author: GentlemanJohn
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 4 Sep 2017 10:00
Duration of Visit: one Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Dior Kensington Escorts
Website: http://www.diorescorts.com
Phone: 07504335308
Phone: 02038595225

The Premises:

No complaints about Daisy's place - it was fine and clean.

The Lady:

Daisy is a saucy looking lady from Eastern Europe. She looked the part in the photos for sure and I
was looking forward to the action.

The Story:

Daisy certainly looked the part on the agency website: a sexy bird with a tasty body and a decent
face. When I saw her in the flesh I got the feeling that she wasn’t quite as hot as I expected.

The actual session was a bit average and not what I wanted from out time together. We began with
some DFK and while Daisy had a nice enough personality I didn’t feel that her heart was in it at all.
I can usually spot this in French kissing which was a bit lacklustre and did not get me hard enough
at all.

We then stripped as I anticipated a more exciting nude massage on the bed. I think it is fair to say
that Daisy is ok in this department without being anything special. She certainly rubbed me in all the
right places yet something was missing.

So we moved on to the sex itself and I was really hoping that the evening would get going by this
point as things were a bit pedestrian and uninspired. I decided to opt for some old fashioned
missionary style intercourse. Again it was perfectly average. I tried to up the pace a bit but she did
not really make much noise or give much indication of pleasure. So I decided to finish off in the
doggy position as this rarely fails to work with me. This at least hardened me up a bit as I slapped
up against her ass. It was long before I came and blew all over her ass.
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